A PEEK AT OUR WEEK

Skills /Topics & Tests

Your 5th Grade Newsletter

March 11-15, 2019

Topics / Skills

Reading
Grammar
Writing

captivate: to attract and hold the attention of
someone by being interesting, pretty, etc.
precipitation: water that falls to the ground as
rain, snow, hail, sleet, etc.
capitulate: to stop fighting an enemy or
opponent; to admit that an enemy or opponent
has won
manual: doing or involving hard physical work; of
or relating to using the hands; operated or
controlled with the hands or by a person
manipulate: to move or control something with
your hands or by using a machine; to deal with or
control someone or something in a clever and
usually selfish way
manuscript: the original copy of a play, book,
piece of music, etc., before it has been printed
maneuver: clever or skillful action or movement
pedestrian: a person who is walking in a city,
along a road, etc.
impede: to slow the movement, progress, or
action of someone or something
pedestal: the base of a column or other tall
object; used to describe the position of someone
who is admired, successful, etc.

capit/cipit: head
manu: hand
ped: foot

*QUIZ on
Friday,
March 15th

Explanatory Warsaw Ghetto
Uprising (from our

Anne Frank
readings)

Math

Vocabulary / Spelling Words

- NONE -

*Measurement
Conversions

S.S.

Candy

WWII - Study guides
were sent home last
week.

Science

Wish List

*Anne Frank Novel
Study
*Skills Review

Word Study

Announcements /Reminders

*Please initial calendars each day.

Upcoming
Tests, Quizzes,
& Projects

Unit 1, Lesson 3:
What are some
types of
investigations?

*HW QUIZ on
Monday,
March 18th
*TEST on
Friday,
March 15th

Resources

doctortucker.weebly.com ♥ malhopper.weebly.com
Family Learning Center - 475-5967

The mission of Atoka Elementary School is to create a challenging learning environment that
provides students for college and career readiness through academic, behavioral, and social achievement.

